
Silent Warrior is an intense, deep and emotion-filled work 
dedicated to the memory of a beloved friend. 
A personal outburst that focuses on the hypnotic and 
triggering effect that music can have on each of us. 

Kicking off the A-side is Vortex, a haunting 3-minute 
introduction that leads the way to a darker path. 
Taking inspiration from the label's concept, with this track 
the French artist perfectly succeeds in translating the 
concept of a vortex - understood as something that pulls 
you in and evolves - into mesmerizing sounds. 

With its persistent kick and modular sounds, Silent Warrior 
stands out as the first “hard and raw” track of the release. 
An extra blast is given by one South America’s most 
influential techno artist, Adriana Lopez. With a punchy and 
persuasive remix of Silent Warrior, she closes the first part 
of an EP that is as intense as it is hypnotic. 

The B-side dwelles deeper but without sacrificing a 
persistent kick - at times even more pronounced - in 
typical Zadig style. Striking hi-hats and rustling sounds 
accompany us throughout the whole duration of Portal 38.
Here we find another remix by Mod21, who takes Portal 
38 and makes it a dystopic and intriguing track, marked by 
a percussive and constant stab.
 
The outro on the other hand, represents a calm and deep 
exhale. An ethereal journey that fully contrasts the mood 
of the whole EP, a deep breath to get back in touch with 
ourselves and try to find the calm after the storm. 
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After contributing to the genesis of the label, the pioneering techno 
artist Zadig returns to KR3 with a 6-track EP.


